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Machine learning models - there is no single best one!

http://valyrics.vas3k.com/blog/machine_learning/
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Biology:

● Input from other neurons (dendrites)
● Summing them (soma)
● Based on the sum fire or not
● Pass the output (firing or not) on axon

Model:

● Inputs are the activation form others (X)
● Weighted sum of inputs + bias (B)
● Activation function (f or g)
● Output = activation: A = g(w*x + b)

Motivation from biology - a neuron
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David Baillot/ UC San Diego

Yang et el, 2000. Constraint Satisfaction Adaptive Neural Network and Heuristics 
Combined Approaches for Generalized Job-Shop Scheduling
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2-layer fully connected neural network - step-by-step
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● Fully connected neural network
● Input: data data itself
● Output: the prediction
● Hidden: everything between

● Activation functions (details later)
○ ReLU
○ Softmax 
○ Tanh
○ Sigmoid

● We need non-linear activation function!
○ Why?
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One will not be enough - neural network
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L-layer fully connected neural network

 

 

 

 

...a few more layers

...a few more layers

Online neural network playground: https://playground.tensorflow.org/

https://playground.tensorflow.org/
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● A fully connected neural network with one hidden layer
○ Can approximate any continuous function
○ If there are enough neurons in the hidden layer

● Visual support: http://neuralnetworksanddeeplearning.com/chap4.html

● Activation functions
○ Linear                                   - g(z) = x
○ ReLU (rectified linear unit)  - g(z) = max(0, z) ← most popular

○ Sigmoid                               - g(z) = 

○ Tanh                                     - g(z) = tanh(z)
○ Softmax ← for the last classification layer

● Pros & cons
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Neural network details

http://neuralnetworksanddeeplearning.com/chap4.html
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● For classification at the last layer we want probabilities

○ Probabilites > 0

○ Probabilities sum to 1 by definition

○                                                      does not know any of them

○ Softmax: 
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Softmax
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Minimizing this function we expect to gain an accurate model.

● Measures how good we are, differentiable, continuous
● Classification labels are one-hot encoded ([0, 0, 0, 1])
● Regression

○ Mean absolute error (MAE)
○ More robust to outliers

○ Mean squared error (MSE)
○ Less robust to outliers

○ Log-cosh loss
○ like MAE when error is large, like MSE when error is small

● Classification
○ Binary 

○  is the actual class (0 or 1)

○  is the predicted probability 

○ Multi class (eg dog vs car vs horse vs human)
○      is 1 if the sample i belongs to class c, 0 otherwise

○      is the predicted probability for sample i and class c

○ Sum of the predicted probabilities should be 1 for each sample!
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Loss functions
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● Want to minimize the loss wrt w and b.

● One solution

○ We do not know L(w, b) 

● Instead: gradient descent

○ Repeat for N times

 𝛼 is the so-called learning rate
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How to train the model?

https://kraj3.com.np/blog/2019/06/introduction-to-gradient-descent-algorithm-and-its-variants/
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1. Randomly initialize weights

a. Constant initialization is bad (symmetry breaking)

2. Calculate prediction for inputs (forward step)

3. Calculate loss based on predictions and the labels

a. One-hot encoded labels (eg class 3 is y3 = [0, 0, 0, 1, 0], class 4 is y4 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 1])

4. Calculate gradients of the loss wrt weights → details in 11th lecture

5. Update weights accordingly

6. Goto 2
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How to train the model?
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Stochastic gradient descent (SGD)

https://suniljangirblog.wordpress.com/2018/12/13/variants-of-gradient-descent/

● We want to minimize L over the whole training set
● How frequent should we update weights?

○ Calculate gradients & update weight after iterating over all the data?

○ Way too slow, 1 update after iterating over all the data

○ Calculate gradients & update weights after each images?

○ Quick, but noisy

○ Something in-between

○ Sample batch_size samples randomly without replacement from training data

○ Calculate gradients for each separately

○ Average over them

○ Update the weight with this average gradient

https://suniljangirblog.wordpress.com/2018/12/13/variants-of-gradient-descent/
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If the surface is symmetric

draw
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If the surface is asymmetric

Struggle, to many steps to reach minima
draw
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If the surface is asymmetric

Something like this would be better
draw
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Adam (adaptive momentum) optimizer

Kingma et al, ADAM: A METHOD FOR STOCHASTIC OPTIMIZATION, 2015
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● Baby sitting vs brute-force hyperparameter tuning
○ Based on your hardware limitation

● Learning rate schedule
○ At the beginning larger learning rate
○ Later smaller

● Ensemble prediction
○ Train different networks (VGG16 & ResNet)
○ Average their prediction

● Visualization → loss, accuracy etc...
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Strategies, tips

L.N. Smith, 2018

learning rate
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Learning rate - too large

draw
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Learning rate - too small

draw
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Learning rate - start larger & then smaller

draw
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● Complex model → can overfit

○ Memorize train data

○ Perform badly on test data

○ Cannot train more, as it is perfect for train

● Dropout

○ During train → randomly 0 out a few activation

○ During test → turn off → no removing of activation!

○ Can help close the train-test performance gap

● Idea

○ Network can not memorize the data easily

○ Need to stand on multiple legs

● Not so popular now (it was a few years ago)
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Dropout

Srivastava et al, 2014:Dropout: A Simple Way to Prevent Neural Networks from Overfitting
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Assignment 9


